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TGH SUMMARY 

StockSwap is an up and coming protocol that has the potential to alter the way the 

stock exchange works worldwide. In traditional markets, the stock exchange has 

extremely limited times for trading, and not everyone is allowed to buy or sell 

stocks in the first place. There are significant barriers of entry, and the markets 

themselves are entirely centralized, which means that there is a huge market 

potential to be converted into Defi. Legacy markets have approximately $49 

Trillion in combined assets, the potential can’t be underestimated.  

 

StockSwap differentiates itself from other decentralized stock exchanges on the 

blockchain because synthetics are not used in their ecosystem. Instead of creating 

synthetic tokens representative of stocks, StockSwap has each stock available on 

the platform actually backed by a real world stock. Real world backing brings a 

higher level of security to the StockSwap platform, and lets anyone interact 

instantaneously with the stock market, at any time, from anywhere on the planet. In 

a world that is quickly moving to the blockchain, StockSwap has found a great way 

to bring the centralized world of finance to Defi, and their journey has only just 

begun. 

 



 

STOCKSWAP PLATFORM 

 

StockSwap itself has just begun, and already the team have built a crisp, clean 

interface for users. The chart integration was done with TradingView, giving users 

access to all the different indicators that they would use traditionally. Charting is 

extremely smooth while interacting with indicators and settings, and as more 

stocks are integrated, the better the platform will get. Presently, StockSwap offers 

trading on AAPL, the GME, and Tesla, with many more to come! 

If you notice at the top, there’s also an indicator stating when the market closes. 

The indicator is there to show you that even if you can’t trade on traditional 

markets, you can trade with StockSwap! At present, the platform only allows 

trades during open hours, but stay tuned for 24/7 trading options. The indicator is a 

subtle yet effective reminder of how StockSwap will improve upon the legacy 

systems. World-wide adoption of blockchain technology is picking up speed by the 

day, and $STONK is well placed to not only accelerate the process, but absorb a 

significant amount of the capital from normal markets.  

By clicking the “Register to Begin Trading” button, users can begin the process of 

applying to trade. Since the project is still in its early stages, limitations on trading 

are in place in order to manage risk in the early stages of the protocol. As liquidity 

increases, risk is minimized, and the protocol is upgraded, trading will be available 

in larger quantities and 24/7.  



Disclaimer: Users must pass KYC requirements in order to participate in trading 

stocks on StockSwap. The goal is to make the stock market totally decentralized in 

the future, but at present, KYC is still required.  

TOKEN USE CASES 

 

The $STONK token is an integral part of the StockSwap ecosystem, and is 

required in order to buy and sell wStocks on the platform. Since the $STONK 

token is required to actually use the platform, there will always be inherent buy 

pressure to take advantage of the stocks available! At present, you only need to 

hold 200 $STONK to be eligible to trade on StockSwap.  

Holding 200 $STONK will also give users access to early releases, and will give 

them a voice in the decision making process for the ecosystem! For example, if 

there’s a new stock that you want added to the platform, you can use your tokens to 

vote on the integration. Beyond adding new stocks, users can also vote for new 

features and new rewards, letting them be a part of a transparent ecosystem that 

will give power to its users.  

 



The advantages of using StockSwap over a traditional stock exchange, and even 

other crypto stock protocols, are summarized in the following points: 

 StockSwap is live 24/7 while the regular market is only open for 6.5 hours a 

day 

 Significantly faster trades via StockSwap than traditional markets 

 Fractional shares are inherent in the protocol, allowing you to buy fractions 

of shares versus whole shares 

 wStock can be directly sent to another person anywhere in the world, unlike 

normal stocks that are not easily transferrable  

 Each wStock is backed by an actual stock, it’s not a synthetic token, which 

gives investors direct interaction with the markets in live time, all the time 

 Since each wStock is backed by a real stock, investors can have peace of 

mind when buying, selling, or holding long term 

 StockSwap aims to create a truly decentralized stock market that is 

distributed and secure, moving away from the heavily centralized legacy 

systems 

 In the future, users will be able to stake their $STONK to gain access to 

premium features on the platform 

 

 

TOKENOMICS 

Total Supply:    1,000,000 $STONK 

Private Sale:    100,000 $STONK 

Public Presale:    100,000 $STONK 

Reward and LP incentives:  500,000 $STONK 

Liquidity:     250,000 $STONK 

Marketing/Development:  50,000 $STONK 

The tokenomics for StockSwap have been prepared so that the raise from private 

and public presales were not excessive, while leaving a significant supply for 

rewards and LP incentives. Additionally, with 250K of the total supply put into 

liquidity, and 500K more to be added via incentives, StockSwap’s token design 

will be beneficial for both short term and long term growth.  

 



 

 

THE TEAM 

 

 

 

 

The team behind StockSwap is well known in the space! You’ve likely heard of 

their work done with BlockDuelers and NFTLootBox, and they’re back to bring us 

another brilliant protocol. Tyler and Benjamin are the leads of the project, with 

Tyler as the core contract developer and Benjamin as their top tier designer! James 

and Jackson are two additional developers that are responsible for the smooth UI 

and seamless UX. Altogether, these 4 combined are a powerhouse of a team that 

aim to bring a decentralized stock exchange to the masses.  

After seeing their previous work with BDT and Loot, we have no doubt that the 

StockSwap team will continue to build and create the StockSwap protocol to their 

utmost ability. The markets should be accessible to everyone in a decentralized, 

secure manner, and this team has the ability to make that a reality.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ROADMAP 

 

 

 

April has already been a busy month, with multiple goals completed according to 

timeline! The team has been actively developing and constantly upgrading the site 

and the protocol to give users a better experience. May and June also host 

significant goals like adding new stocks, 24 hour trading, BSC or Matic 

integration, and much more. Be sure to follow their socials to stay up to date! 

 

 

 

 

 



RESOURCES 

Ticker: $STONK 

Total Supply – 1,000,000 

Circulating Supply – 225,000 

Website – https://www.stockswap.app 

Medium – https://stockswap.medium.com 

Resources – https://stonkswap.medium.com/decentralized-stock-backed-tokens-

16e9cbebf7b5  

Twitter - https://twitter.com/StockSwapApp 

Telegram – https://t.me/StockSwapOfficial 

Contract address – 0x35b55c25731E9b05B1d8480ba39463d52C9D0211 

Decimals – 18 

 

CATALYSTS 

 LIVE trading on AAPL, the GME, and Tesla! 

 New website and UI release for the end of April 

 Only decentralized stock exchange backed by real stocks 

 The potential market for a decentralized stock exchange is $49 trillion (the 

marketcap of the entire legacy system) 

 Fully diluted marketcap for STONK is approximately $2.7 million 

 Live on Uniswap as of April 9
th
  

 New stocks to be added in May alongside 24/7 trading! 
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